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About This Game

Sid Meier's Covert Action - A Techno-Thriller From the Case Files of Max Remington.

In the 1990's our national nightmares are haunted by wild-eyed political extremists, greedy and ruthless drug lords, and lunatic
military dictators. For too long we have felt powerless to stop them.

But now, award-winning game designer Sid Meier takes us around the globe with super-spy Max Remington to challenge these
threats and neutralize their shadowy schemes of terrorism, smuggling and extortion. A seasoned veteran of modern, hi-tech

undercover operations, Remington always obeys the two main rules of Covert Action: 1. Use your intelligence. 2. If Rule one
fails, use your other weapons.

Game Features:

Intelligence: Recognize Faces, Break Codes, Unravel plots and sub-plots to determine how sub-plots fit together in the
larger scheme, Decide which leads to follow, which to ignore

 Weapons: Guns, Fragmentation grenades, Stun grenades, Remote-control bombs, Tear gas

World travel: 3 Continents, 50 cities

Variety: Work for CIA, Mossad(Israeli), MI5 (British), Unlimited number of cases to solve
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Realism:Crucial decisions international agents face every day, cases based on today's headlines.
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Title: Sid Meier's Covert Action (Classic)
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
MicroProse Software, Inc
Publisher:
Retroism, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1990

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English
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Portal clone gone bad.... Operációs rendszer
Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bit SP1
CPU
AMD Phenom II X4 965 52 °C
Deneb 45nm technológia
RAM
12,0GB Dupla-csatorna DDR3 @ 669MHz (9-9-9-24)
Alaplap
Gigabyte Technology Co., Ltd. GA-MA770T-UD3P (Socket M2) 40 °C
Grafika
SMB2430L (1920x1080@60Hz)
ACER X233H (1920x1080@60Hz)
1024MBATI AMD Radeon HD 5800 Series (ATI) 59 °C
Tároló
298GB Western Digital WDC WD3200BEVT-22ZCT0 ATA Device (SATA) 33 °C
698GB SAMSUNG HD753LJ ATA Device (SATA) 23 °C
14GB SanDisk Cruzer Blade USB Device (USB)
298GB Western Digital WDC WD32 00BEVT-22ZCT0 USB Device (USB (SATA)) 29 °C
931GB Western Digital WD Ext HDD 1021 USB Device (USB (SATA)) 36 °C
1GB Generic USB SD Reader USB Device (USB)

Ezen a gépen el sem akar indulni.... Lots of loud noises, couple decent scares or moments where i felt too worried about an
incoming jumpscare to turn my head :P Not bad but mostly just a walking simulator through very similar corridors. Takes just
about 30mins to finish. Not as scary as Amnesia and nowhere near as good a story as Chair in a Room: Greenwater. Does what
it sets out to you so if ya up for a quick scare - go for it :). More, please!. Great story would recommend :). crashed my
windows, BSOD on next restart, luckily windows couldrepair startup. probably not even tested on a thinkpad t410 laptop.. This
is a must have just to show people VR. Love the reaction.. Since this is only the demo I'm only saying what I've got from that. I
don't really understand why this got mostly negative responses. It's a pretty good VN. I never liked voice acting in VNs so I
always turn the voices off so I can't comment on that, but the art is nice, love the soundtrack and the story makes me want to
play the full version, however I'm still contemplating whether to get it or not. It's unique, a bit confusing but easy to understand
and I'm sure it progresses in the full version of course. Cyrus looks like a chick, I really thought he was a girl at first, but hey
nothing wrong with a feminine looking guy!
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If Othello was an arcade shooter.. If you are lucky enough to even get this game to start, there is a good chance the game will
crash when doing a basic jump. And after the struggle to finally make it run, the game itself is pretty stale. Sometimes the
player(the cube) moves a pretty normal speed, sometimes it flys through the map like a jet and sometimes it seems like you
don't move at all. Having no or barely any control over your cube in a precise platformer isn't the most fun expierence. The
soundtrack is pretty neat, too bad that it loops every 30 seconds.

It's a cheap pricetag, but I think you are better off playing free platformers on various internet sites. Can't really recommend it..
By far the worst strategy game I have ever played. Horrible graphics, long set-up for resolution and other options, no campaign
map, bad camera control, and bad combat animation. For a 2010 release this is a poor excuse for a strategy game. If you want a
good medieval srtategy with better overall gameplay get Medieval II: Total War. If you really want this game buy it when it is on
sale not at full price, it's a waste of money.. This is not terrible game but for my taste it feels too basic,it reminds me of
something you could find for free on flash games websites 15 years ago. i have finished campaign in 3 hours. Second part of the
game i played without actual need to lead my troops and just allowed AI to handle all the battles. I have not found any ability to
upgrade units and building upgrade system is very limited. So if you go for strategy or upgrades you will be most likelly
disapointed. This game has the "a-ha" moment nailed down perfectly for me. Every puzzle seems labrynthian at first until the
pieces get moved around, then a cleverness (and for me, sometimes luck) will get you through. The chilled out aesthetic
definitely helps with making what some people would call stressful relaxing.. Loved the idea at first sight even though i can't
type. I bought the game because the trailer said "rookie" mode and waved a controller around, so i thought I could play it like a
bullet hell without the typing BUT THAT IS NOT THE CASE. Very misleading trailer, but the title wasn't lying it's a game for
typists only. Also misleading is the amount of level and side stuff. NO REAL levels or enemies, and NPC's or objects don't lead
anywhere or do much of anything. I think a FULL GAME with collectables and secret levels and typing segments in boss battles
or as an optional mode would sell this game to more people. I would recommend this game to those who can type, and everyone
else get help from Mavis. maybe this'll be ported to android someday.. Unbelievable how underrated game this one is...
- Handmade graphics
- Beautiful and fitting soundtrack
- Good classic story with couple of nice twists
- Unique idea with Final Fantasy-type battles

Everyone who likes role-playing games should even try this piece of gold.
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